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Runtime:60 min1991 -    1991 (Ended)
Genres:Science-Fiction
Network:CBS
Stephen King's Golden Years is an American science-fictionseries which aired on CBS. The series premiered on July 16, 1991.
 
 When an explosion at a top-secret government lab injures an elderly janitor (KEITH SZARABAJKA, Angel), no one could have expected the terrifying results. Exposure to mysterious chemicals causes him to undergo a bizarre transformation. He is slowly... incredibly... growing younger every day. Now, a ruthless CIA assassin will stop at nothing to take him prisoner and turn him into a government guinea pig. With his future on the line, the janitor goes on the run with his wife (FRANCES STERNHAGEN, Sex and the City) and a feisty female agent (FELICITY HUFFMAN, Desperate Housewives). All the while, he continues to transform... into a being with powers that are as deadly as they are unimaginable.
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Harlan Williams
Keith Szarabajka
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Terry Spann
Felicity Huffman
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Major Moreland
Stephen Root
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Fredericks
Tim Guinee
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Dr. Richard X. Toddhunter
Bill Raymond
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Gen. Louis Crewes
Ed Lauter
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Stephen King's Golden Years.
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